Good Morning,

Learning Ascent Corporation, founded in 2003 to offer better tutoring solutions, is seeking a Chemistry tutor. Our tutors have helped hundreds of students in St Charles and nearby communities.

The ideal candidate would tutor in St. Charles near Dean Street and Randall Road after school. Learning Ascent is seeking a teacher who can commit to at least the rest of the school year. If you or anyone you know might be interested in the position, please send a resume to me.

Hours: 6 - 20 Hours per week (After-school and/or evenings or Saturdays)
Pay: Begins at $15 per hour for college interns, or higher for experienced Chemistry educators.
Description: Build your Science credentials and resume while helping Science students succeed!
Learning Ascent in St Charles, the premier academic tutoring firm, seeks Science Specialists to elevate our High School students' Chemistry abilities. You will be trained to successfully share your Science abilities by tutoring students. Strong high school level Chemistry abilities are required.
Accepting intern applications from college freshmen through alumni (better yet, experienced Chemistry teachers).
Please send a resume or summary of your qualifications.

Kindest Regards,

Jennifer Chapman
President
630-587-2795